
Custom Service Type Definitions
Create and define service types for different modes of delivery
(express, next day, air)
Set up services to allocate drivers based on SLA
Generate custom barcodes with custom logos for each
service type

Enterprise/EDI Integration
Integrate with industry leading and home-grown systems
Extract serialized data to fit business needs
Scalable, transaction-based mass import
Data validation with error reporting by mail

Exceptions Management
Business defined exceptions (traffic delay, weather)
Handles exceptions by list for easy access
Real-time visibility of what is happening to the delivery
Quick access to sort reports by exceptions

FEATURES
Intuitive Dispatch Portal
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ShipTrack’s transportation management platform helps 
dispatchers manage deliveries, improve efficiency, increase 
productivity, and lower operational costs with a comprehensive 
management tool. 
Managing deliveries has never been more crucial to overall 
business success. ShipTrack offers dispatchers the ability to 
assign routes, define hubs, and schedule deliveries from a single 
dashboard.
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Cloud-based dashboard accessed from web browser
Assign routes, define hubs, and schedule deliveries
Easily generate and download shipment manifest
Seamless flow of communication with drivers

Job assignment based on Postal Code/ZIP Code
Manually override automatic dispatch for exceptions
Instant load balancing for even distribution of drivers

Reporting
Save and load report criteria
Public/private sharing functionality on reporting criteria
System is always running and data fully secured

Business Rules
Implement different rules based on business logic
Configure multiple business rules into scan codes
Capture details of value added services

User-friendly Dispatch Portal
Interactive map with real-time visibility of drivers’ locations
View all scheduled jobs for the day from a single dashboard
Easily manage drivers’ assignments
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Improve Customer Service
Increase the reliability and flexibility of services
Allow dispatchers to view customers info in real-time
Improve customer satisfaction and service with faster
response times

Lower Cost
Simple platform reduces staff training expenses and 
overall cost of ownership
More efficient driver deployment lowers overall
operational costs
Usage-based pricing makes cash flow management
more predictable

Increase Productivity
Fast, automated scheduling and dispatch
Less time required for scheduling or rerouting
Optimize resource allocation

Easy-to-Use
Scalable with flexibility to add or delete users as business
needs fluctuate
Clearly defined and simplified function-based processes
Requires no additional hardware to procure or install
Same day set-up and zero startup costs, servers or app 
fees

ShipTrack’s transportation management platform helps 
dispatchers manage deliveries, improve efficiency, increase 
productivity, and lower operational costs with a comprehensive 
management tool. 
Managing deliveries has never been more crucial to overall 
business success. ShipTrack offers dispatchers the ability to 
assign routes, define hubs, and schedule deliveries from a single 
dashboard.


